
    being mr. berg.. 
  

                  or..

HOW TO EXPOSE! 
    "A CORRUPT SCHOOL BOARD PRESIDENT" 

lets review, shall we?

• closet critical race theory tricks and polices
• expected political favors
• cherished political aspirations
• unethical school board member practices
• political dirty trickster
• unlawful political lobbying

LETS ALSO NOT FORGET THAT DIRECTOR BERG HAS.. 

hopes &  dreams,  and aspirations  of gaining political rewards. 
hopes & dreams of influencing others hope and dreams of gaining more power 
hopes & dreams of being respected by his peers  

also, lets not forget that director berg continues to demonstrate illusions 
of grandeur and has reached beyond his maximum attainment of the peter 
principal tenants.   



so when we consider the full range of directors bergs attitudes, actions, 
behaviors, and insult slinging, we can all agree that jr berg is an 
arrognat, ethically challenged,  corrupt and morally bankrupt school 

board president.          and NOW ITS TIME TO PLAY!   

 THE LET'S MAKE A DEAL DIRECTOR BERG GAME 

CONSIDER MR. BERG'S CLAIMS & ACTIONS  

THEN "PICK-A-DOOR"   

shall we CONSIDER a few OF MR. BERG CLAIMS 

• he always tells the truth
• he is always being honest
• he is always being ethical
• he is always using the 'right' set of facts.
• he is never slandering anyone
• he is never libeling anyone
• he is never defaming anyone
• he is never demeaning anyone
• he is never cyber stalking anyone
• he is never cyber bullying anyone



                    did you happen to catch the last 
                         sksd board meeting in october?

do you recall  mr. berg and ms. diehl  
stating words to the effect of: 

the words used in the policy revisions that have been  approved by our school 
board are the same board policy words/policies taken from one of the "many 
states" school boards who have put these "same (policy) words" into their 
board policies regarding critical race theory. 

did you know 

that directors berg and diehl were given this policy revision wording from the 
local gop? that directors berg and diehl were "urged" and "encouraged" 
to incorporate these policy revisions into sksd board polices? that these 
policy revisions  are  not mere rewording of an existing policy, that they are 
efforts to create a "teacher trap". and now they have put the sksd 
district superintendent in the position of having to try to enforce these 
revised polices. 

that director berg continues his efforts to curry favor with the local 
gop? that he aspires to assume a leadership position in that party? did he tell 
you that he lobbied both "parties" for their endorsements and support 
when he ran from school board director in 2019? did you know that mr. berg 
took union, gop, and democratic campaign donations? 



lets review. 

did either of these directors tell you that this was a determined 
and deliberate plan to move the board to incorporate political and 
personal wants into a non-partisan school board?  

that these revisions will be "a back door' method to catch and punish any 
teachers who might attempt to teach critical race theory "if" they 

get caught. 

well of course they didn't!  

I guess mr. berg & ms. diehl forget to tell you "all" the facts but they do tell 
you "their facts" that they want you to hear. so just what do our new school 
board president john berg and our new school board vice-chair rebecca diehl 
have planned now? 

below are a few  "tidbits" from a reply to mr. berg & ms. deihl from the aspen 
group when they suggested "the board" was going to make  further school 
board policy changes to it's coherence governing model. note the 
replies/comments from the aspen group.  the aspen group is the training and 
facilitation group that the district contracted with to "teach' the board how" 
to run a board. 

the school  district has so far spent over $65,000 (of your tax dollars) to 
teach a board that obviously doesn't want to be taught,  and clearly  cannot 
be taught how to manage must less run a board.   it just goes to prove out 
that some old dogs really can't learn any new tricks. 




